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Inelastic collisions of ultracold polar molecules

John L. Bohn*
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~Received 7 August 2000; published 17 April 2001!

The collisional stability of ultracold polar molecules in electrostatic traps is considered. Rate constants for
collisions that drive molecules from weak-electric-field-seeking to strong-field-seeking states are estimated
using a simple model that emphasizes long-range dipolar forces. The rate constants for collisional losses are
found to vary substantially as a function of molecular parameters used in the model, such as dipole moment,
mass, and the splitting of the molecularL doublet. Varying these parameters over physically reasonable ranges
yields rate constants as low as 10220 cm3/sec and as high as 10210 cm3/sec. Nevertheless, the loss rates rise
dramatically in the presence of the externally applied trapping electric field. For this reason it is argued that
electrostatic traps are likely to be less stable against collisional losses than their magnetic counterparts.
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Recently Bethlemet al. broadened the scope of ultraco
molecular physics by cooling and electrostatically trapp
ND3 molecules@1,2#. This achievement is notable both fo
the complexity of the species trapped and for the genera
of the Stark slowing technique, which could in principle co
any polar molecule. This technique is therefore now on a
with other experimental methods for producing cold mole
lar gases, such as photoassociation@3# and buffer-gas cooling
@4#, as well as photoproduction of molecular ions in a P
trap @5#.

The electrostatic trap demonstrated in Ref.@2# raises anew
questions of collisional stability that are familiar in the co
text of magnetic trapping of atoms@6#. An electrostatic trap
can only confine dipoles that are in their weak-field-seek
states, since Maxwell’s equations permit a local field mi
mum but not a field maximum. Thus the dipoles are susc
tible to orientation-changing collisions that populate t
strong-field-seeking, untrapped states. In the case of m
netic trapping of alkali-metal atoms a standard reme
against collisional losses is to prepare the atoms in t
stretched spin states, whereby the dominant spin-excha
collisional processes are absent. Atomic spins can t
change their orientation only via spin-spin dipolar process
which are weak because of the inherent weakness of m
netic dipolar interactions.

The purpose of this paper is to point out that polar m
ecules are not as immune to dipolar relaxation as are m
netic atoms, simply because electric dipoles have a m
stronger interaction. Indeed, the force between a pair od
51 D ~0.39 a.u.! electric dipoles is;33103 times larger
than that between a pair ofm51mB magnetic dipoles. The
basic physics of electric dipolar relaxation lies in the com
tition between the dipoles’ interaction with the electric fie
when they are far apart,2dW •EW, and with each other when
they are closer together,;dW 1•dW 2 /R3. At small values of
intermolecular separationR the dipoles will tend to lock on
their intermolecular axis rather than on the laboratory-fix
axis set byEW; the competition between these tendenc
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scrambles the orientation of the molecular dipoles. The
sulting state-changing collisions can in principle be su
pressed by a field strong enough to maintain the dipolar
entation. This will happen, roughly, ifdE.d2/R3 for small
values ofR. Still, for d51 D dipoles at a typical collision
distanceR'10 a.u., an electric field of 106 V/cm would be
required to maintain dipolar orientation. Thus very lar
laboratory fields may exert some mitigating influence, b
are unlikely to arrest relaxation altogether.

To quantify this general argument this paper presents
tailed calculations using a simplified model of collisions.
general the physics of cold molecular collisions will be qu
complex, intertwining rotational, electronic, nuclear sp
and perhaps even vibrational degrees of freedom. Howe
to establish orders of magnitude for dipolar relaxation r
constants it suffices to focus on orientational degrees of f
dom, and to account only for the dominant dipole-dipo
interaction between molecules. Accordingly, a simplifi
‘‘toy’’ model is used here, which has zero spin and nucle
spin. The molecules are assumed to be diatomic rigid ro
with electric dipole momentsd along their molecular axes
The electronic ground state of the molecule is assumed t
1P, so that it possesses aL doublet of parity eigenstate
with splitting D5qLN(N11), whereqL is the L doublet
parameter andN is the molecule’s rotational quantum num
ber. In the model used here we will generally assume that
lower state of theL doublet has even parityp511.

At ultracold temperatures and in zero electric field t
molecules occupy parity eigenstates, and hence exhibi
permanent dipole moment. The dipole moments become
parent only when the field is large enough to significan
mix states of different parity, thus ‘‘activating’’ the dipoles
This occurs at a field value where the Stark effect transfo
from quadratic to linear at a field valueE0'D/d ~Fig. 1!. For
fields below this value the molecules are fairly weakly inte
acting, whereas above this value the molecules have
tremely strong dipole couplings. Thus in a state withL dou-
bling collisions can be manipulated using modest elec
fields, in contrast to the;105 V/cm fields required to influ-
ence cold atomic collisions@7#. These arguments also app
to molecules with2S11S electronic symmetry whenS.0
and the molecule exhibits anV doubling @8#, as well as to
ND3.
©2001 The American Physical Society14-1
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Figure 1 shows the electric-field dependence of
lowest-lying energy levels in the model molecules, for t
particular valuesd51 D and qL51023 cm21. Although
both N51 andN52 rotational levels are shown, the calc
lations below focus exclusively on theN51 levels. Their
low-E behavior is shown in the inset, labeled by the pair
quantum numbersuMNu,p. Here p stands for the parity in
zero field, whileuMNu denotes the magnitude of the molec
lar rotation’s magnetic quantum number referred to the la
ratory axis; theMN51 andMN521 levels are degenerat
even in an electric field. In an electrostatic trap of the ki
used by Bethlemet al. the trapped states are the weak-fie
seekers, i.e., those whose Stark energy rises with rising fi
These are theuuMNu,p&5u1,2& states in the model. In this
paper we will focus exclusively on molecules initially in th
state.

The Hamiltonian for collisions between the molecul
consists of four terms in this model,

Ĥ5T̂1Ĥ fs1Ĥfield1Ĥdip-dip. ~1!

Here T̂ represents the kinetic energy,Ĥ fs the molecular fine
structure including theL doubling, and the last two terms ar
the electric-field interaction and the dipole-dipole interact
between molecules:

Ĥfield52~dW 11dW 2!•EW, ~2!

FIG. 1. Stark energy levels for the model molecules, which h
1P electronic symmetry. Shown is the cased51 D, qL

51023 cm21. This paper concentrates on collisions between m
ecules in theiruMN ,p&5u11,2& states, which are weak-field see
ers ~see inset!.
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Ĥdip-dip5
dW 1•dW 223~R̂•dW 1!~R̂•dW 2!

R3
, ~3!

where R̂ denotes the orientation of the vector joining th
centers of mass of the molecules. Dispersion and excha
potentials are neglected here since they are of secondary
portance to dipolar interactions at largeR. To avoid prob-
lems with the singularity of 1/R3 at R50, vanishing bound-
ary conditions are imposed at a cutoff radiusR0510 a.u.,
where the potentials are deep compared toD. Thus the model
treats only the influence of the long-range dipolar inter
tions in driving inelastic processes.

In the scattering calculation the molecules are assume
be identical bosons, so that only even partial waves are
evant. Only the partial wavesL50 andL52 are included
explicitly, even though in principle all partial waves a
coupled together by strong anisotropic interactions. Ho
ever, the influence of neglected higher-L partial waves can
be shown, in the Born approximation, to fall off rapidly wit
increasingL @9,10#. Cross sections for processes that chan
molecular channelu i & into channelu i 8& are given as in Ref.
@11#:

s i→ i 85
p

ki
2 (

LMLL8ML8
z^ i ,LMLuTu i 8L8ML8& z2, ~4!

whereT is theT matrix for scattering andki is the incident
wave number. All results, for both elastic and state-chang
collisions, will be reported as event rate coefficients,

Ki→ i 85v is i→ i 8 , ~5!

where v i is the incident relative velocity of the collision
partners. In this paper we will distinguish two types of ra
coefficient: elastic ratesKel for which i 5 i 8, and loss rates
K loss for collisions in which at least one molecule is tran
formed into a strong-field-seeking state.

The scattering rates can vary significantly depending
the values of the various molecular parametersd, qL , and
massm, as well as the collision energyE. This is illustrated
in Fig. 2, which plots the loss rateK loss in zero electric field,
over the range of molecular parameters summarized in T
I. In the figure these rates are plotted as a function of theL
doublet parameterqL , over a range that covers realistic va
ues. The different curves in this figure are the results
different values ofd between 0.1 D and 10 D, and values
m between 20 amu and 200 amu; all calculations are p
formed at a collision energy ofE/kB51026 K. The main
point illustrated here is that the loss rates span an enorm
range, as much as six orders of magnitude even for a fi
value of qL . A second point is that, generically, the rat
decrease asqL increases. Thus it appears that a general r
for preserving weak-field seekers is to choose molecules w
a largeL doublet splitting.

A pair of simple semiempirical scaling relations serve
organize the dependence of the rates on the molecular
rameters, at least in the zero-field limit. To see this, note fi
that the ‘‘figure of merit’’ for whether the loss rate is suffi
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INELASTIC COLLISIONS OF ULTRACOLD POLAR MOLECULES PHYSICAL REVIEW A63 052714
ciently small to permit such applications as evaporative co
ing is actually the ratioK loss/Kel of loss rates to elastic col
lision rates. Roughly speaking, this ratio must be less t
;1022, so that a sufficient number of elastic collisions a
able to cool the gas before lossy collisions eject them fr
the trap@12#.

This ratio of lossy and elastic collisions appears to sc
roughly with one or the other of a pair of dimensionle
quantities, which we will callh1 and h2. To motivate the
scaling physically, we first present in Fig. 3 a different
‘‘slice’’ through the computed results. Here we plot bo
K loss and the elastic rateKel versus the dipole momentd, for
fixed valuesqL51023 cm21 andm520 amu. Two distinct
behaviors are seen:~i! For small values ofd the loss rate has
generally a high value, then oscillates rapidly while dim
ishing in value;~ii ! for larger values ofd the rate instead
grows with increasingd and does not oscillate. Examinatio
of the exit channels reveals that these two behaviors a
from distinct physical processes. In case~i! the dominant
losses are due to exothermic processes that produce at
one molecule in the parityp511 state, thus gaining a ki
netic energyD5qLN(N11). In case ~ii ! the dominant
losses are instead to molecular states of different ang
momentum that are degenerate in energy with, and share
parity of, the incident channel.

We understand the behavior in case~i! according to the
Franck-Condon principle. The transition amplitude is prop
tional to the overlap̂c i uco& between incident and outgoin
wave functions. The incident channel wave functionc i is

FIG. 2. Electric dipolar relaxation rate constantsK loss for colli-
sions ofuMN ,p&5u11,2& molecules, versus theL doublet param-
eterqL . Each curve represents a particular value of dipole mom
d and molecular massm, spanning the ranges indicated in Table

TABLE I. The ranges of physical parameters that were explo
in the present model.

Quantity Range

m 20–200 amu
d 0.1–1.0 D

qL 1025–1.0 cm21
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characterized by a large de Broglie wavelength at largeR,
whereas the outgoing wave functionco is governed by a
potential relative to the incident threshold of the form

2
C

R3 1
\2L~L11!

mR2 2qLN~N11!. ~6!

Here C is an effectiveC3 coefficient for the exit channel
Apart from numerical factors that depend on channel deta
its value isC;d2. The potential~6! is characterized by a
centrifugal barrier of heightBh5\6/m3d4, again neglecting
numerical factors. The greatest contribution to the Fran
Condon overlap arises from the top of this barrier where
outgoing channel’s de Broglie wavelength is greatest. T
overlap therefore decreases whenever the top of the ba
decreases in energy, i.e., whenever eitherqL increases orBh
decreases. We therefore expectK loss to be an increasing
function of the dimensionless parameter

h15
Bh

qL
5

\6

m3d4qL

. ~7!

In case~ii !, where loss is dominated by transitions to fin
states degenerate with the incident channel, we argue as
lows. Since in this case both molecules have the same p
~both negative, in our model!, they are not directly coupled
to one another by the dipolar interactionĤdip-dip in zero elec-
tric field @10#. Their coupling is instead of second orde

nt

d

FIG. 3. Example of the variation of the loss ratesK loss with the
molecular dipole momentd. Shown is the case wherem
520 amu andqL51023 cm21. Quite generally, two regions o
behavior are observed:~i! The rate oscillates and diminishes wit
increasingd for low values ofd, and ~ii ! the rate grows with in-
creasingd for large values ofd. These behaviors are explained
the text. For comparison the elastic rate constant is also sh
~dashed line!.
4-3
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JOHN L. BOHN PHYSICAL REVIEW A 63 052714
mediated by their direct interaction with channels of oppos
parity. TheR-dependent interaction term is therefore of t
form ~again neglecting numerical factors!

1

qL
S d2

R3D 2

, ~8!

where qL is proportional to the energy splitting betwee
states of opposite parity. The equation of motion for the
cident wave functionc i , including its coupling to an outgo
ing channel wave functionco , is then

2
\2

m

d2c i

dR2 1
\2L~L11!

mR2 c i1
d4

qLR6
co5Eco . ~9!

To determine a universal scaling parameter we recast
~9! using the dimensionless lengthx5RAmE/\. Doing so
yields the rescaled equation

2
d2c i

dx2 1
L~L11!

x2 c i1
h2

x6 co5c i , ~10!

where the coupling between incident and outgoing chan
now resides in the dimensionless quantity

h25
m3d4E2

\6qL

. ~11!

We thus expect in this case thatK loss/Kel will be an increas-
ing function ofh2. Indeed, the presence ofE2 in the defini-
tion of h2 can be regarded as a manifestation of the rela
threshold laws for the two rates in this case.

The scaling in these two parameters is illustrated in Fig
which plotsK loss/Kel versus the appropriateh i . For the type
~ii ! processes, which are expected to scale withh2, the scal-
ing is quite good: this figure shows nine curves with varyi
physical parameters, all overlapping in the figure. This cu
generally follows the trendK loss/Kel;1025h2

0.9. The type~i!

FIG. 4. Loss ratesK loss normalized by the corresponding elast
collision ratesKel as a function of the molecular scaling paramet
h1 andh2. The two scalings arise from the two different behavio
in the rates exhibited in Fig. 3, as discussed in the text. The he
line, which represents 108h1

2, is a guide to the eye.
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processes do not scale as neatly withh1, owing partly to
their oscillatory behavior. Still, the results are clustered u
derneath an overall envelope, as suggested by the c
K loss/Kel;108h1

2, which is shown as a heavy line.
This scaling behavior should be viewed as a means

organizing the results of many model calculations, rat
than as a means of quantitatively predicting the loss rates
a given molecular species. Nevertheless, the results indi
that there is a fairly large parameter region where the ra
K loss/Kel is smaller than 1022, and hence some molecule
may be amenable to evaporative cooling in a static elec
dipole trap. For ‘‘small’’ dipolesh1 scaling applies and mol
ecules with large masses are desirable. Vice versa,
‘‘large’’ dipoles h2 scaling would indicate that small mass
and low collision energies favor evaporative cooling. In
ther event it appears that larger values ofqL favor evapora-
tive cooling, all else being equal.

The rates presented in Fig. 4 pertain to the case of co
sions in zero electric field. In a realistic trap the field may
small near the trap center, but will necessarily grow in ma
nitude away from the center, to provide a trapping poten
for the weak-field-seeking states. Generally speaking,
field will be of the order of the critical fieldE0'D/d where
the Stark effect becomes linear. It is therefore vital to kn
how the loss rates are affected in the presence of a fiel
this size. The application of the field provides addition
channel couplings, since the parity of the molecular state
no longer conserved and the full dipole coupling has be
‘‘activated,’’ as discussed above. In this case the loss ra
should be larger with a field than without a field.

Figure 5 illustrates that this is indeed the case. This fig
plots the figure of merit normalized by the critical fieldE0.
This scaling enables us to plot many results for many diff
ent molecular parameters conveniently on the same gr
Again, many results are possible, but two trends are clear~i!
Those loss rates that started at high values are conten
remain at high values; and~ii ! Those rates that started at lo
values are extremely sensitive to the electric field, rising
large values at fields of approximatelyE/E0'0.05. Even

s

vy

FIG. 5. Electric-field dependence of the ratioK loss/Kel for mol-
ecules initially in their uMN ,p&5u11,2& state, in the zero-
collision-energy limit. The fieldE is rescaled by the critical fieldE0

at which the molecular Stark effect becomes linear.
4-4
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INELASTIC COLLISIONS OF ULTRACOLD POLAR MOLECULES PHYSICAL REVIEW A63 052714
though there are examples whereK loss/Kel remains less than
1022, as required for evaporative cooling, in general t
value is exceeded for electric fields as large as the crit
field E0.

Weak-electric-field-seeking states might be expected
suffer large loss rates. Quantum mechanically this follo
from the fact that the large-R HamiltonianĤ fs1Ĥfield is di-
agonal in the laboratory frame, while the interaction Ham
tonian Ĥdip-dip is diagonal in the body frame that joins th
centers of mass of the two molecules. The former is stron
at large separationsR, while the latter dominates at smallR.
Molecules that start out in eigenstates ofĤ fs1Ĥfield are thus
distributed over all the different eigenstates ofĤdip-dip during
the collision, and reassembled into an assortment of eig
states ofĤ fs1Ĥfield as the molecules separate. Since
asymptotic states are completely deconstructed and re
structed during this collision, in general it is expected th
the probability for inelastic scattering is roughly the same
that for elastic scattering, and that therefore the rates
comparable.

This is of course the same kind of physics that gove
spin-exchange collisions in the alkali-metal atoms, which
driven by the competition between hyperfine-plus-magn
field interactions at largeR, and exchange potentials at sma
R @13#. In the case of alkali-metal atoms it is possible that
short-range phase shifts, from singlet and triplet total el
tronic spin states, can interfere in such a way as to elimin
probabilities for inelastic processes@14#. For molecules this
coincidence seems unlikely, however, since there are m
degrees of freedom at short range, all of which would hav
contribute nearly identical scattering phase shifts in orde
cancel loss rates.
-

T.
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In conclusion, dipolar molecules electrostatically trapp
in weak-field-seeking states are generally susceptible
state-changing collisions that can rapidly deplete the trap
gas. In a zero-field region it is possible that the rates for th
processes remain quite low for molecules with favorable v
ues of dipole moment,L doublet energy, and mass. How
ever, they typically grow dramatically in the presence of t
trapping electric field, which effectively turns on the fu
dipolar coupling at large intermolecular separation. Althou
this conclusion has been demonstrated using a particular
model, the physics is quite general and should apply to
polar species. It is therefore recommended that dipolar m
ecules be trapped in strong-field-seeking states, where ine
tic channels are absent at low temperatures. This kind
trapping cannot be achieved in a static trap, but would
quire a time-varying electric field. Magnetic dipoles
strong-field-seeking states have indeed been confined in
traps, using either time-varying fields@15# or microwave
cavities @16#. A more conventional magnetic trap may als
be useful, although the influence of the electric dipoles
losses in magnetic traps remains to be explored.

More broadly, an externally applied electric field is se
to have a profound influence on the collision dynamics
ultracold polar molecules. Preliminary results on the uniq
properties of quantum degenerate gases with dipolar inte
tions have been reported in the literature@9,17#. More de-
tailed scattering calculations are required to help shape
study of these unusual substances@10#.

This work was supported by the National Science Fo
dation. I acknowledge useful discussions with E. Cornell a
C. Greene.
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